THE RESPONSIBILITY TO PROTECT: FROM DOCUMENT TO DOCTRINE—BUT WHAT OF IMPLEMENTATION?

BACKGROUND

Between 1990 and 1994, the United Nations Security Council passed twice as many resolutions as had been passed in the entire history of the United Nations ("U.N.")¹ as the notion of what constituted a "threat to international peace and security" under Chapter VII of the U.N. Charter was expanded to include humanitarian concerns.² The decade following the end of the Cold War saw Security Council resolutions authorizing Chapter VII interventions in Somalia,³ Liberia,⁴ Rwanda,⁵ Haiti,⁶ Sierra Leone,⁷ and Kosovo.⁸ This led many to posit the emergence of a challenge to the assumed inviolability of state sovereignty.⁹

However, the interventions of the 1990s were inconsistent, lacking any coherent theory with which to justify the infringement of sovereignty in each case.¹⁰ In his Millennium Report, Secretary-General Kofi Annan issued a challenge: "[I]f humanitarian intervention is, indeed, an unacceptable assault on sovereignty, how should we respond to a Rwanda, to a Srebrenica—to gross and systematic violations of human rights that offend every precept of our common humanity?"¹¹

In December 2001, the International Commission on Intervention and State Sovereignty ("ICISS") published its response in a report entitled The Responsibility to Protect ("R2P").¹² The core tenant of the R2P is that sovereignty
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entails responsibility. Each state has a responsibility to protect its citizens; if a state is unable or unwilling to carry out that function, the state abrogates its sovereignty, at which point both the right and the responsibility to remedy the situation falls to the international community. This proposal refutes the long-standing assumption enshrined in Article 2(7) of the 1945 U.N. Charter, that there is no right to “intervene in matters which are essentially within the domestic jurisdiction of any state.” This Note considers how the ICISS’s challenge to this traditional notion of sovereignty has been responded to in the four years since its publication.

Part I outlines the basic elements of the R2P report. Part II surveys responses to the report. Part III considers commentary on the R2P in the context of the Iraq war and the mass atrocities in Darfur, Sudan. Finally, Part IV covers recent developments affecting the status of the R2P framework, leading this author to observe a growth in political commitment to the R2P principles that has yet to be matched by the operational capacity required to meet that commitment.

I. THE R2P FRAMEWORK

The R2P takes a comprehensive approach to humanitarian crises, framing intervention as a continuum from diplomatic and economic sanctions through to military intervention as a last resort. Furthermore, it incorporates “responsibility to prevent” and “responsibility to rebuild” as essential elements on either side of intervention. The report establishes six principles that must be satisfied before a military intervention takes place:

1. **Just Cause**
   To warrant military intervention, there must be an extraordinary level of human suffering, as evidenced by either large-scale loss of life, which can be “actual or anticipated, with genocidal intent or not,” or by large-scale ethnic cleaning “actual or anticipated, whether carried out by killing, forced expulsion, acts of terror, or rape.”

2. **Right Intention**
   The primary purpose must be to prevent or stop human suffering.

3. **Proportional Means**
The intervention should be the minimum necessary to prevent or stop human suffering.

4. Last Resort
Military intervention can only be employed if all non-military options have been considered.

5. Reasonable Prospects
Military intervention should not go forward unless there is a reasonable likelihood of success.

6. Right Authority
Security Council authorization should be sought prior to military intervention, either by raising the matter directly with the Security Council or by requesting that the Secretary-General exercise his powers under Article 99 of the U.N. Charter. If authorization fails in a compelling case, then there are two alternatives. The first is for the U.N. General Assembly to hold an emergency session under a “Uniting for Peace” procedure, under which a decision to intervene can be made by a two-thirds majority of the General Assembly.18 The second is for regional organizations to gain Security Council authorization under Chapter VIII of the U.N. Charter.

According to ICISS members, the report acknowledges past failures of the Security Council but maintains that “the task is not to find alternatives to the Security Council as a source of authority, but to make the council work better . . . .”19 In this regard the ICISS proposes that when there would otherwise be majority support for intervention, a permanent member of the Council should abstain from using its veto to block the intervention unless the state has a vital national interest at stake.

In circumstances when all possible attempts to obtain Security Council authorization fail, the report does not actively endorse intervention, but leaves open the question it poses as to whether more harm lies in “damage to the international order if the Security Council is bypassed or in the damage to that order if human beings are slaughtered while the Security Council stands by.”20

II. Responses to the R2P Framework

Amongst scholars, responses to the R2P have ranged from heralding the framework as a watershed document to criticizing it for being either too radical or too conservative. Still others claim indifference, believing that such proposals have no impact on the realpolitik driving actual decision making.
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18. Although the decision would not directly authorize intervention, it would have a legitimating effect on the proposed intervention in addition to sending a strong signal to the Security Council that it should reconsider its initial failure to authorize.
Many scholars view the R2P framework as the most comprehensive approach to humanitarian intervention ever proposed. However, others are wary of the report, considering it dangerously disrespectful of current international law. For instance, one scholar comments that “though conceding that no customary international law legalizes such unilateral humanitarian intervention, their pro-intervention analysis is based on the assumption that such a law does exist.” There are also significant fears that the R2P principles are simply cover for legitimating the neo-colonialist tendencies of the major powers.

Such fears have increased in light of more recent attempts to expand the R2P to circumstances beyond its originally intended scope. A 2004 article argued for the R2P principles to be expanded to include a “duty to prevent” potential security disasters, particularly nuclear. Subsequently, an argument was made for preemptive strikes on suspected terrorist targets under the banner of this “duty to prevent.”

Some scholars, though not opposed to the report, do not believe it has added anything to the discussion of humanitarian intervention. For instance, one commentator argues that the report is nothing more than a revival of Saint Augustine’s “Just War” theory of the 400s. Others criticize its legitimization of the status quo through its reliance on the Security Council as the authorizing body of choice. Finally, others argue that a mere change in language from “humanitarian intervention” to the “responsibility to protect” does not absolve the ICIS from having to deal with the debates that have always existed regarding intervention. In particular, a fundamental problem with intervention is that no matter what criteria is established, the decisive factors will always be “authority, political will, and operational capacity . . . .”
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Nonetheless, it is clear that just four years after publication, the R2P report has gained enough significance that its framing of the issues and the language it employs now infiltrate almost all discussions of humanitarian crises.

III. THE R2P FRAMEWORK IN LIGHT OF CURRENT AFFAIRS

For those who fear that the R2P framework could legitimate the interventionist tendencies of global superpowers, the U.S.-led invasion of Iraq provided a case in point. After the initially stated security rationale for intervention proved illegitimate, post-hoc humanitarian-based rationales were invoked. Since the invasion, proponents of the R2P have had an increasingly difficult time garnering support, with Europeans in particular stating their reluctance to endorse the R2P for fear of legitimating the Iraq war.

Commentators argue that the invasion of Iraq brought “humanitarian intervention into disrepute.” The ICIS members reply that this conclusion is unfair because if the precautionary principles established by the R2P had been followed there would have been no humanitarian justification for entry into Iraq. The reality remains, however, that to the extent the Iraq war is perceived to indicate the potential for misuse of the R2P doctrine, “it will be more difficult next time for us to call on military action when we need it to save potentially hundreds of thousands of lives.”

This observation has particular salience considering the global response to the situation in Darfur, Sudan, where approximately 300,000 people have been killed and 1.75 million displaced since February 2003. Darfur presents a textbook example of a government that is “unable or unwilling” to protect its citizens, and an international community equally “unable or unwilling” to take on the default sovereign responsibility that the R2P envisages.


This problem draws attention to a common critique of the R2P—namely that operational capacity is a prerequisite for the R2P’s implementation.\(^{39}\)

Currently no centralized global military capacity exists, and conventional wisdom holds that the country with the greatest capacity, the United States, is overstretched with its commitments in Iraq and Afghanistan. However, the inter-relationship between political will and operational capacity is complex and focusing solely on operational constraints creates somewhat of a red herring. There is a plausible argument that if the United States was serious about protecting civilians in Darfur, operational capacity would not be a limiting factor. With current troop deployment levels near capacity, protecting civilians in Darfur would not be costless; there would be risks involved with withdrawing troops from their current placements to redeploy them. But if protecting civilians in Darfur was a sufficiently high political priority this is a risk that would be taken.\(^{40}\) The lesson of the current situation—where an under-resourced and undersized African Union force has been charged with the responsibility to protect Darfuri civilians amidst a genocidal regime\(^{41}\)—is not only that without the requisite operational capacity civilians will remain unprotected, but also that even if operational targets can be met, they will not be met without political commitment.

The second lesson to be drawn from Darfur relates to criticisms of the R2P’s reliance on the Security Council as the body of choice for authorizing humanitarian interventions. Even if operational capacity was not a barrier, any force would have difficulty gaining Security Council authorization given China’s oil interests in Sudan. The R2P report attempts to address this problem with the suggestion that authorization could be gained under a “Uniting for Peace” procedure, or ultimately with a modified veto system.\(^{42}\) However, the likelihood of a modified veto system being accepted will depend on the outcomes of the current discussions on U.N. reform. For those dead and dying in Darfur, such discussions come too late.

**IV. Putting Principles into Action**

It is unclear whether even Security Council reform would be enough to change the long history of inaction by the Council in the face of genocidal crises. Being made up of nothing more than five Member States, there is little reason to hope that the Council en masse will respond to realpolitik considerations any differently than each individual state responds. However, there is surprisingly broad support for the R2P amongst civil society,\(^{43}\) a support
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which is being increasingly matched by state-level support. Particularly telling in this regard was the adoption of the Outcome Document of the World Summit by the U.N. General Assembly in September 2005, which includes a commitment to the basic principles of the R2P report. Article 139 states:

[W]e are prepared to take collective action . . . through the Security Council, in accordance with the Charter, including Chapter VII . . . should peaceful means be inadequate and national authorities . . . manifestly [fail] to protect their populations from genocide, war crimes, ethnic cleansing and crimes against humanity.44

This growing commitment is further evidenced by the creation of a position, the U.N. Special Advisor on the Prevention of Genocide.45 Furthermore, these developments are consistent with broader discussions about U.N. reform. For example, the Secretary-General’s High-Level Panel, dealing with refashioning the U.N. to face the twenty-first century, stated that “we endorse the emerging norm that there is a collective international responsibility to protect, exercisable by the Security Council authorizing military intervention as a last resort.”46

However, civil society groups in Africa warn of “bold commitments left completely unimplemented to embrace the declaration of yet another ‘new beginning’ without asking the difficult questions about how, in practice, it is to be brought about.”47 The point is well made; even with a political commitment to the R2P by civil society, state actors, and the U.N. as a whole, it will still be enormously difficult to make the R2P operational. Although there is an ever-present danger that focusing on the operational challenges for the military will let the political decision-makers off the hook, there are nevertheless some very real practical difficulties ahead.

Recent proposals have addressed the lack of attention dedicated to operational capacity. For example, the Working Group for a U.N. Emergency Peace Service (“UNEPS”) suggests the formation of a permanent service comprising individually recruited volunteers from states worldwide.48 Such a service
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However, proposals for multinational standing forces have been discussed for many years without gaining traction when it comes to the issue of expending the political capital required to face the enormous practical challenges they create.\footnote{See, e.g., Carl Conetta & Charles Knight, Commonwealth Institute Project on Defense Alternatives, Design for a 15,000-person UN Legion 1 (1995), http://www.comw.org/pda/unlegion.htm#a. The notable exception to the trend of these ideas never becoming operational is the multinational Standing High Readiness Brigade (SHIRBRIG), consisting of a commitment by 15 countries to supply troops on a case-by-case basis. See SHIRBRIG, http://www.shirbrig.dk/shirbrig/html/facts.htm (last visited Feb. 11, 2006).} As such, these recent proposals may be viewed with skepticism. Indeed, even in the relatively resource-rich European Union, the Rapid Reaction Force is many years away from achieving its target capability for peace-making operations.\footnote{Caroline Earle, Henry L. Stimson Center, EU Contributions to Peace Operations: Development of a European Rapid Reaction Force and Civilian Capability 1 (2002), available at http://www.stimson.org/fopo/SN=PO20020425336 (noting that the Force will not have the capacity to undertake anything other than light peacekeeping operations until 2008–2012).} There are enormous inter-operability challenges to working with any multinational force, and no military doctrine or rules of engagement have yet been established for missions whose primary purpose is civilian protection in a non-permissive environment.\footnote{Victoria K. Holt, The Responsibility to Protect: Considering the Operational Capacity for Civilian Protection 34–39 (Henry L. Stimson Center, Working Paper, 2005), available at http://www.stimson.org/fopo/pdf/Stimson_CivPro_pre-pubdraftFeb04.pdf.}

**Looking Ahead**

There is much "in principle" support for the R2P from state actors, civil society, and in recent months, the U.N. as a whole. However, three key challenges threaten actual implementation: a lack of political will, a lack of authorization, and a lack of operational capacity. As has been noted, none of these challenges are novel,\footnote{See supra note 30.} but the dispersion of the R2P framework amongst policy-makers worldwide has at least revived the focus on these challenges and created a common framework through which potential solutions can be discussed.
Actors working at the domestic level must tackle the issue of political will. In democratic systems, politicians are influenced by the constituencies that vote for them. Within the United States, the recent formation of mass political coalitions to lobby in support of the R2P indicates the beginning undertakings of such work.\textsuperscript{56} However, the voices of those concerned that the R2P will be used to justify neo-imperialist interventions are also growing.\textsuperscript{57} Ultimately, proponents of the R2P may have to rein in its application to the circumstances of mass atrocity for which it was originally intended.

Resolving the issue of authorization will require shifts at the international level as well. Current discussions on U.N. reform may help resolve the issue, especially if the veto system within the Security Council can be modified for cases involving humanitarian crises. Here, the success of building political will within the domestic polities of France, Germany, and the United States is critical, since without that pressure there will be no reason for these countries to accept a reduction in their current veto power. For China and Russia, pressure from their polities is less likely to have an impact. However, a move toward accepting a modified veto by France, Germany, and the United States would generate pressure for China and Russia to follow suit.

Finally, operational capacity must be worked on at both domestic and international levels, with success largely dependent on whether there is the political commitment to implement the R2P. Consideration must be given to improving the rapid reaction capabilities of regional forces. If the political barriers to entry are met, then the significant practical challenges posed by any standing multinational force must also be overcome. This will require a kind of communication between military and political leaders across different states that has yet to be seen.

In conclusion, the R2P principles offer promise for populations suffering atrocities from which their government is unable or unwilling to protect them. The R2P has gained increasingly broad support since its initial publication, which bodes well for the future emergence of an international norm regarding intervention on humanitarian grounds. However, unless this “in principle” support is matched by a political commitment to making the reforms needed for the R2P to be operational, the ICISS report will merely mark the turn of another century of inaction in the face of mass human suffering.
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